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Redwood Times

Farseer Foretells
Sage Okwaho Redwood

This is for entertainment
only.

May 21 - June 20 2023

Aries
March 21 -April 19

Someone wants your attention, but do you want theirs?  Find a
reason to head to Stonebull Lake and take a relaxing vacation
away from other's demands.

TaurusTaurusTaurus
April 20 - May 20

Seems some friends have been on you about your choices.  Take
some deep breaths, even if you are Forsaken, and when they
are ready to listen, let them have it... add a warstomp if you
have to!

GeminiGeminiGemini
May 21 - June 20

You have some things to make right.  Best get started right
away, once Mu'sha rises when you head to Black Temple next, it
may be too late.

CancerCancerCancer
June 21 - July 22

Time to change things around.  Have an important person in
your life.  Do they want the unexpected?  You may have to see it
from their point of view and give it a chance.  If they are
important to you, it might be more important to you, too.

LeoLeoLeo
July 23 - August 22

Whatever course Mu'sha is taking right now is not to your
benefit... at least on the course you are taking.  Pay attention to
some Sage advice to get through these rough times.
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VirgoVirgoVirgo
August 23 - Sept 22

Spend time learning something new.  You never know when you
might need to pick up a hammer and smelt an ingot or mix a
concoction to save a life.  Or, you can trust your tribes mate to
help out!  That might be safer if you need an antidote.

LibraLibraLibra
Sept 23 - October 22

This next cycle of An'she should inspire you to write or draw,
let the artist in you go and see what comes of it!  

ScorpioScorpioScorpio
October - 23 - November 21

Hard for those Scorpio's amongst us, but let this be a time of
healing and reconciliation.  The hard part will be to listen and let
go, because those walls around you seem to be made of Saronite...
that ain't healthy, dude!

SagittariusSagittariusSagittarius
November 22 - December 21

As An'she rides high overhead, now is the time to lean back
against a Redwood tree and let your thoughts wander on good
memories and loved ones.  If they happen to have returned
from the dead, even better!

CapricornCapricornCapricorn
December 22 - January 19

You have been pulled through the Kodo dung as of late, but the
time has come to shine.  If others can't see the gem, their loss.

AquariusAquariusAquarius
January 22 - February 18

Whatever has been happening, no matter how intense things
have been for you, look forward to more relaxing times ahead. 
Kick up your hooves and let the Earth Mother steer for a bit.

PiscesPiscesPisces
February 19 - March 20

There have been some good days lately, and it seems to be on
the rise!  Keep your ears open and opportunities may strike, or
at least you might catch a rogue sneaking up on you and save
your life.  Either way, you win!
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